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Background to the September Stakeholder Dialogue Session   
 
The purpose of this short note is to provide you with some background information to 
prepare you for the discussion on the day of the event. 
 

The eventual decommissioning of the Brent and Penguins oil and gas production 
facilities is likely to be one of the largest decommissioning projects in the North Sea. The 
size and complexity of the facilities, coupled with the need to protect other local 
infrastructure operations, requires a lot of preparation, and the execution of the project 
will span many years.  
 
At meetings held with stakeholders in January 2007, Shell were requested to focus future 
meetings on specific topics. In November 2007, the first topic-focused engagement 
discussed the challenges of managing the oil storage cells at the bottom of the concrete 
gravity base structures (GBS). The forthcoming event will involve discussions on the 
potential removal of the Gravity Base Structures, and the comparative assessment 
process, which will help us decide on the most balanced option. 
 
Gravity Base Structure (GBS) 

 

The Brent D platform operating in the Brent field comprises 17,000 tonnes topsides and 
178,000 metric tonnes concrete and steel Gravity Base Structure (GBS) located in 142 
meters of water. While the topsides will be brought onshore for disposal, the project 
team is still studying the options relating to a number of challenges posed by the Brent D 
GBS. The structure has been in use for over 30 years. Could it technically be re-floated? 
Can such an operation be done safely? Would it remain stable during the refloat 
operation or en route during the tow to shore? Can the existing (eg drilling) and future 
holes (eg in case of cell remediation) in the base be plugged? What possible impact could 
there be on the drill cuttings on the seabed, and on top of the storage cells during re-
float?  What is the CO2 balance of various possible options? What do we do with the 
materials if the GBS is brought onshore? And there are many more factors to be 
addressed. We would like your views to inform our decisions.   
 

Comparative Assessment Process 
 

How do you reach the best overall integrated decision on which decommissioning 
scenarios to recommend? We have contracted a specialist consultancy with considerable 
experience of the comparative assessment process on other decommissioning projects 
such as Frigg and NW Hutton. The proposed comparative assessment process and the 
criteria that can be used to make the assessment will be described and discussed at the 
forthcoming session. This process is being adopted as it fulfils the regulatory requirement 
to rank potential scenarios and assess these against various evaluation criteria, such as 
safety, technical feasibility, economics, societal factors and environmental impact. 
 
Your views and opinions on these matters are welcome and your feedback will be 
considered in our further studies. 


